Memos – The 33 Series
Subject: The Power of 33
Disclaimer: This is a work of fiction and any similarity to reality is purely coincidental. Our
fictional team realise that in the real world you live in a freedom loving democracy that upholds
your rights. That in the real world governments are benevolent and corporations are altruistic.
Introduction
If you have read the C Diet you will know that our fictional researchers discovered that C = 3 this is
a key to the 33rd Degree. Which has lead to another amazing discovery the 33 series. So reading
between the lines, should there be an N in that word?
Here is the list:
Cultural Control (CC) – Speech, Expression, Art, Writing, Values, Morality, Religion and Cultural
Norms are all subject to change and control. Social media, law, NGOs and subtle pressure to
conform, over time tear away the solid structures such as families that hold the coherence of
homogeneous societies together. Divide and rule. Demographics, multiculturalism, diversity,
tolerance and modern art.
Cancel Culture (CC) – If you are not getting with the program people can target you. You can have
various aspects of your online presence cancelled. Companies can justify disenfranchising people
and causing economic hardship on dissidents.
Climate Crisis (CC) - This is about restricting your power. Creating a long term slow genocide by
power poverty. We already have a sizeable portion of the population who in winter have to choose
to heat or eat.
Covid Crisis (CC) – Taking control of peoples health, essentially gives them control of your body.
Look at the restrictions on your body already. Having to wear masks, having to social distance, not
being able to travel freely.
Cash Crisis (CC) – Many small businesses have already been eliminated with the lockdowns. A
cashless society allows total tracking and control over who can have what. Contaminated Cash (CC)
has already been hinted at with a soft encouragement of people to pay with Contactless Cards (CC).
Corporate Control (CC) – Big corporations many with revenues greater than nations, working on an
international scale can monopolies markets. Then can act in ways that disadvantage communities,
local systems are replaced by global chains. They can use lobbying to get legislation that
disadvantages small businesses and alternatives.
Cyber Crisis (CC) – The true effects of the Great Reset will be achieved with the Cyber Crisis. As
people wise up to the Eugenics behind the population control programmed into the world
vaccination program. The next distraction is need, this will reset the financial system and destroy
alternative internet information sources. How? When a world wide cyber attack stops not only the
point of sale in shops, but also takes down distribution systems. This will create a world famine and
be blamed on those dissidents. You know the anti-vaxxers, the germ theory deniers, the climate
change deniers, the conspiracy theorists, and far right extremists.

Cosmos Crisis (CC) or Cosmic Crisis (CC¬) – Just when people think it could not get any worse.
The world will have to do as they are told because of the alien invasion.
Communist Control (CC) – The ultimate totalitarian world wide tyranny.
Conclusion
Getting with the program, being obedient and obeying every whim of your masters will not help. To
them you are nothing; just a number. To reach their objectives, they will have goals, and if they
need to make up the quota, guess what? In all totalitarian regimes, even those who eagerly assist the
program are often purged. You think being part of the system is going to help, go read some history
while you still can, even the biased twisted history will give you some clues. Especially if you
wonder why they use such emotive words to describe people who were often backed into a corner
and just trying to prevent their own culture, people and history from being erased. Just look what
happened to those helpful Prussians who saved Wellington’s arse at Waterloo. Prussia has been
erased.
Praise the dear leader.

